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TIME TRAVEL and the 

"END TIMES": 

Is it in the Bible? 

Nothing New                                                                                                         

No other subject can arouse such controversy and speculation 
than the concept of traveling time. It has been the theme of 
some of the greatest science fiction novels ever written but can 
the topic ever cross over to a serious consideration? Historical 
rumors could indicate that it already has. Even mankind's very 
nature is that whatever we can imagine today, eventually  be-
comes tomorrows reality. The Bible says there is nothing new 
under the sun. (Ecc 1:9). 

                      
 "That which has been is what will be, that which is done is what 
will be done, and there is nothing new under the sun. Is there 
anything of which it may be said, "See, this is new"? It has al-

ready been in ancient times before  us."                                                                            Eccl 1:9-10 
 
 Need to know Basis only! 

In this scripture you should realize that God is the creator of time. That being the case, God certainly knows if time 
can be traveled or not. We know from the scriptures that God and his angels have made appearances from the 
eternal realm into our fallen one. This would clearly indicate that at least for them it is possible to travel time. 
Based on that, let's say it was possible. Mankind would only have access to any kind of understanding about this if 
it became an object of a threat to our well being while in this life.  If time travel was an element to part of the 
great end time deception, and we find ourselves in that time, then we would be in a "need to know situation" 
about such things. Meeting this criteria and not for vanities sake, we should expect to find an answer in the Bi-
ble.  It is only on this premise, that I believe we could seek and find answers about traveling time. 

 
 
"If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that gives to all men  liberally,    liberally 
and withholds not; and it shall be given him. But let him ask in faith, not waver-
ing..."  James 1:5-6 
 
Clouds and Tower: A Recap 

I have already shown you a few scriptures alluding to this inter-dimensional relationship 
with the clouds of heaven and the Tower of BABEL. The clouds of heaven was the object 
and method while the Tower of Babel was the attempt to retain this knowledge after the flood destroyed the old 
world filled with fallen angels and their offspring. The clouds of heaven, are a living order of an angel. This angel is 
used as a vehicle in which God transverses from the eternal realm into the fallen linear one. In this sense then, the 
clouds of heaven are an inter-dimensional vehicle. The dimension that is traveled is one of time and not just space 
alone. Obviously there is a  is biological ability within this angelic order to accomplish this type of travel. 
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If Isaiah 14, in the five I wills of Satan is a five point plan to usurp God, One of the desires was  to "rise above the 
clouds of heaven to be like God". Dr Vine's notes on Dr Strong's Concordance, makes a  confession about this text. 
He admits that the literal "riding on the backs of the clouds" to resemble God is more true to the language. Be-
cause of the rather strange implications of this ,the common English rendering of "rising above the clouds is pre-
ferred' however less true to the Hebrew wording. You have to let the Bible say what it means and believe it 
means what it says. In overruling the proper interpretation, an important missing element is overlooked. The in-
dication is that something is being copied or imitated to replace or rob God from his glory. The imitated object is 
the cloud, the purpose is to imitate and replace God's very existence with  something else. That something else is 
the UFO!  It does not take  much imagination to see this as the replacement. 

 Today within the UFO community many books have been written, UFO cults proclaim and now credentialed 
"experts" agree with this very thought. Subtly they are saying, "Silly Christian, the Bible doesn't really mean that 
God and the angels are flying around in fluffy chunks of water vapor? They are Extraterrestrial spacecraft . You 
need to put foolish fairy tails away and accept logic and reality that there is no God only Aliens. And you know 
what? Until now, without this Biblical explanation, we as Christians either 
make an illogical blanket statement that it is all of the devil, we just remain 
speechless looking stupid, or back peddle trying to explain faith to someone 
who wants to hear the answer to their question first, before they will even 
be willing to discuss anything about faith based beliefs. On a scholarly level 
most Bible colleges and theologians do not believe the clouds of heaven are 
literal clouds. They give the Biblical clouds the name as a Theophany. This 
basically means they do not know what it is other than some special mani-
fested form which God appears in. That is the official view taken by most 
Christian intuitions, but that is not enough to address the lies coming 
against our faith. 

 Obviously then, the strange sounding Bible revelations about the clouds of 
heaven gives us more of a foundation to stand on against such lies. However, 
the truth is just as strange as the lie but it does support the Biblical nature of 
an all powerful God and not Aliens in spacecraft. 

The concluding explanation is that something has been mechanized and a 
function duplicated from the physics of the eternal realm based on a biologi-
cal nature intended for eternal beings. This information has been given to fall-
en man from fallen angels so that mankind can accomplish the same results. 
In 1Co 15:50 it is stated that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of 
heaven. (Kingdom of Heaven as defined as the eternal realm outside of linear 
time) This is God's law of restriction. It does not necessarily mean it can't be 
done, only that it shouldn't. This is just like God's rule that Angels in heaven 
do not give or take in marriage in the eternal realm. Yet in spite of that sys-

tem, angels broke God's ways and co - habited with mankind in the Genesis 6 account just before the great flood. 
Satan and his followers be it angelic or human are rule breakers it is who they are and what they do. 
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How would Satan and his fallen angels convey this knowledge to mankind? 

1. Through occult forms of communication: Fallen angels could convey their 
knowledge through the disembodied spirits acting as the voices of aliens to a me-
dium from a séance provided through a secret society. Just like we read about as 
unfounded rumors. 

2. Staging a crash with aliens (as eternal beings they don't really die, they just 
transfer their minds into a clone of themselves 
as they have already stated they do.) they pro-
vide a piece of  technology to be back engi-
neered by man. This would be the carrot put before mankind to delve further 
into the occult in the name of science and technology. You will see back in the 
Man Made UFO hall ,a history of this. Today we see more and more in the sci-
entific community are merging  occult beliefs and ancient alchemy to modern 
science. Remote Viewing is one example as the CIA once had a special unit de-
voted to this ancient occult practice. Rumors of a Black Forrest crash and the 
Roswell Crash if true, produced this very end result. 

3. Retained by man from the flood in mystery places someone begins to rebuild the 
Tower of Babel not by a literal building program, but rather by putting all of the tech-
nological pieces back together from the mystery spots or memorials mentioned in the 
Babel account. Just like you will learn the Nazis did. 

All three of these methods have been either recorded as historical fact or as rumors 
associated with the Nazi regime. This transfer of information is changing the clouds of 
heaven into a nut and bolt object that does for man what the biological based object 
does for God, an Inter-dimensional Time Machine! 

  

  

A PHYSICS AND CELESTIAL MECHANICS OF HEAVEN IS REVEALED IN THE BI-
BLE!                                                                               

Now let's look at the scripture that I call my X-file Twilight zone scrip-
ture:                             This clincher is found in 2Samual 22:12 and repeated 
again in Psalms 18: 9-11 

Commentaries will tell you this is just a poetic way of describing the sight of 
God coming down from heaven to earth. I believe the Lord has shown me 
that this is to be taken very literal. More meaning can be drawn out from 
certain key Hebrew words.  In this process a description of the mechanics 
and literal means by which God is coming down from heaven to earth can 
be established as a literal inter-dimensional traveling experience. 

2 Sam 22:10-12 
10 He bowed the heavens also, and came down; and darkness was under his feet. 
11 And he rode upon a cherub, and did fly: and he was seen upon the wings of the wind. 
12 And he made darkness pavilions round about him, dark waters, and thick clouds of the skies. 
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(KJV) 
 
Ps 18:9-11 
9 He bowed the heavens also, and came down: and darkness was under his feet. 
10 And he rode upon a cherub, and did fly: yea, he did fly upon the wings of the wind. 
11 He made darkness his secret place; his pavilion round about him were dark waters and thick clouds of the 
skies. 
(KJV) 
 
Even in the modern translations like the NIV, this rendering in English is somewhat psychobabble. 

 
2 Sam 22:10-12 
10 He parted the heavens and came down; dark clouds were under his feet.                   A dense black secret 
place                         
11 He mounted the cherubim and flew; he soared on the wings of the wind.                        We call a Black hole!    
12 He made darkness his canopy around him-- the dark rain 
clouds of the sky.                           
(NIV) 
 
  

 Ps 18:9-11 
 
9 He parted the heavens and came down; dark clouds were under 
his feet. 
10 He mounted the cherubim and flew; he soared on the wings of 
the wind.` 
11 He made darkness his covering, his canopy around him-- the 
dark rain clouds of the sky. (NIV) 
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In every other English translation the same surface reading is almost 
nonsensical. Many have said this was just a poetic description of God 
appearing from the heavens to earth and is further reflected in these 
assumptions in the newer translations. But, looking at the original He-
brew variations that can be used and applied here in proper contextual 
use, can give us a 21st century perspective of something very lit-
eral.  Here is my rendering and explanation of this text of scripture as I 
believe the Lord described to me. 

The Hebrew word Natah for bowed, means to stretch out or thrust 
down  into, it has the idea also of parting a way to enter through. It 
can be perceived as simply a portal. 

When accompanied with the idea of darkness under his feet,  The He-
brew, araphel means a dark cloud or dense darkness, can allude to a 
black hole, which is dense and dark. Dark clouds combined with the 
comment under his feet, is describing a pathway or road, something 

to be traveled upon. A dark cloud carries water and that is something in transition , it is moving as a path or road-
way under Gods feet. We have the illusion of a stream or something very dense and dark that is used as a path-
way or road from a higher realm into a lower one. We would today call this a wormhole or a jet stream! The rest 
of these words when looked at the other variations that can be used in this text just confirms this train of 
thought. 2 Samuel 22:12 has key words, darkness, pavilions, round about him, dark waters and thick clouds could 
be telling us much more if we bring out the richness of the full meanings. Click here to see the specific break-
downs. In all ,verse 12 could state that: 

 

  

                     He made a dense black secret place his screen 
like           like entwining as a temporary dwelling, a circular 
passage,   passage, binding together the transition, 
a     protectiveprotective covering of the heavens. 

  

 If you go to the breakdown of this you will see I am not 
putting anything in this text but rather by perception of a 
21st century I have merely taken the variables, derivatives 
and roots of these key words and let them speak on their 
own accord.  Could this actually be what is being alluded to 
in this scripture? The continual mention of the wings of the 
wind further describes the physics of this kind of travel. 

file:///C:/Users/Rhadaghast/Documents/OLD_EOE/PUBLIC_HTML/scripture_breakdown_for_2_samuel.htm
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This can be no coincidence . 

 A further addition , we have the "wings of the wind". This is a descrip-
tion of the mechanics of how this cloud is traveling. In a surface reading 
we get images of clouds, wind and birds soaring in flight. It is pretty well 
conclusive that because we are talking about God and an object that is 
more than just a cloud of water vapor, the only logical progression of 
seeing more in this, is what are the wings of the wind. This term is used 
several times in the Bible but unfortunately it is not further defined. 
This may have been a cultural expression common several thousands of 
years ago but lost to us today. If we can allow ourselves to look at the 
Ethiopic version of Enoch 1 we have an amazing description of the 
wings of the wind.   

  

  

  

"I also beheld the four winds, which bear up the earth, and the firmament of heaven.   And  I beheld the four 
winds occupying the height of heaven. Arising in the midst of  heaven and of earth, and constituting the pillars of 
heaven. I saw the winds, which turn  the sky, which cause the orb of the sun and of all the stars to set; and over 
the earth I  
saw the winds, which support the clouds. I SAW THE PATH OF THE ANGELS.”  
                                                                                           Enoch  8:17                                                                                        
 

The winds Enoch is describing are not just meteorological results 
of weather patterns. He is talking about the power of gravity! 
The force of gravity which holds everything in place and directs 
movement! This universal movement then, being caused by light 
and controlled by gravity creates our sense of time! He continues 
to include that this same force supports the clouds, and the path 
of the angels. Again in context we are talking about more than 
clouds and sky and birds. We are being given the mechanics and 
physics of a means of flight and travel. This is the applied power 
of gravity in some manner (anti-gravity?) that creates the 
“pathway of the angels.” This is an amazing and important defi-
nition for the “wings of the wind”. It also gives us a Biblical 
based reference for a developed technology that has been ru-
mored to have been discovered by the Nazis. 
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I hope I have shown you from this text of scripture that there is enough internal evidence within to suggest time 
travel is real. God who lives outside of time enters into this fallen realm within a structure he created. We would 
call that structure physics. He must protect us from his physical presence with an order of an angel a cherub as a 
covering and inter-dimensional vehicle.. It gives a whole new meaning to the "cherub that covers" (Ezk 28:14). 
We know that Satan will imitate and try to replace God's ways for the purpose of robbing God of his fame glory 
and worship. He will also through his fallen angelic followers, give mankind these secrets of heaven, so that man 
in his own vanity will think he no longer needs God or even worse that we are our own god. Next we will see how 
this has already happened probably sixty years ago. 

If this is true, how should this affect your Faith? 

Does This Take Away From God’s Supremacy ?  
 
This does not take away God’s sovereignty. It only explains it. Much the same way a virgin birth can 
now be explained by artificial insemination. Whether this was the actual method or not, implied, It does 
not take away from the fact that God Himself became a man and from his eternal dimension came to us 
to undo the paradox created in the Garden, becoming the Savior of all mankind at Calvary. Explained or 
not it still happened.  
 
The only thing that might be taken away is the unknown mystical magical perception that a small 
child may have for his parents. As this child becomes an adult, he gains a mature understanding of his 
parents and the magic disappears. A trusting child would only be drawn into a deeper appreciation and 
love for his parents while a doubting or vain child would perhaps begin to think of himself as equal or 
even superior and therefore reject and rebel against his parents. The parents’ love has not changed only 
the child’s perception and understanding of his parents has.  
  

This is not to lower God to human parents but rather compare our reaction to understanding earthly 
parents to our Heavenly Father. In the same manner, as a society beginning to understand more about 
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the Cosmos which might explain some of the Physics of God, how will we react toward God? Disbelieve 
in his very existence? Will we rebel and think we can “be like God”, or as a trusting child, will we grow 
deeper in our appreciation and love for Him. Regardless of our view, His love has not changed for us.  
As a maturing faithful child of God we should let this draw ourselves closer to him in love and appreciation. 

  

Unfortunately, the first to understand these secrets was not a loving child of God he was from the seed of the ser-
pent. But, it was meant to be that way...for a season 

Logical point: Now I realize that this next text of scripture is traditionally  assumed to be referring to the Anti-
christ. Because of this assumption everybody throws this text out of the possibility that it could have already hap-
pened. Here is a news flash for everyone. No where in this text of scripture, does it say that the individual being 
discussed is the "Antichrist". This is only an assumption. So please dear reader, set aside your preconceived ideas 
and let this text speak to you without any prior influences of doctrine. Without conclusions drawn, this text fits 
Hitler to the tee. Consider or call him whatever you will, but consider without presumptions. 

  

One Man would hold the Key to understanding. 

 “And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the transgres-
sors are come to the full, a king of fierce countenance, and un-
derstanding dark sentences, shall stand 

up."                                                                                                    Daniel 8:23 

"Understanding dark sentences," means not only to comprehend but also to be able to utilize a puzzle or secret 
knowledge beyond human comprehension. He will realize what the occult really is. Unlike any predecessor be-
fore, he will reassemble the scattered pieces of legends and myths from these mystery places back into a whole 
picture. In doing this he will extract the physics and redevelop the power used before the flood. He would also be 
one led by the occult and in communion with the supernatural demonic forces. 

  

 These two points alone are not so conclusive. However,  the rest of the text is uncanny in what else is happening 
at the hand of this one man, this addition does makes it pretty conclusive . 
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" And his power shall be mighty, but not by his own power: and he shall destroy wonderfully,( horribly ) and shall 
prosper, and practice, and shall destroy the mighty and the holy people. And through his policy also he shall 
cause craft to prosper in his hand; and he shall magnify himself in his heart, and by peace shall destroy many: he 
shall also stand up against the Prince of princes; but he shall be broken without hand. 
"                                                                                         Dan 8:24-25 (KJV) 
  

Here are a few more things going on at the hand of the same man. He receives his power supernaturally. This 
power will destroy in some horrific way that will be remembered in History. This could be the same man  men-
tioned in Revelation 13 as one who gets his power by the Dragon (Satan). Most study Bibles footnote the next 
part "destroy the mighty and the holy people as being, the strong and established and the people of the holy 
ones. If this is true, then the people of the holy ones is in reference to the descendents of the prophets. This is a 
reference to Jews after 70 AD when God's glory departed during the  "time of the Genties". So in other words this 
man would also kill Jews in some horrible way that also will be remembered in history. Established and strong 
leaders, institutions and nations would also fall to his power.                                                     

Let's graphically display the entire text: 

 

In the latter time of their kingdom, when the transgressors are 
come to the full,                                         A king of fierce counte-
nance ...shall stand 

 

 

  

                                                  

  

   

                                       

      .."And understanding dark sentences...." 
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"And his power shall be mighty,                           but               but not by 
his own power:"    

  

"... and the dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great authority...". 
Rev 13:2 

" And the ten horns which you saw are ten kings, (people) which have received 
no kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one hour with the beast.  These 
have one mind, and shall give their power and strength unto the beast." 
Rev 17:12-13 
 
The last scripture describes clearly, a conspiracy by ten rich elite people of fami-
lies who will give their resources over to the beast. "They have no kingdom as 

yet", means that this is not a ten nation confederacy of Europe or anywhere else. This is ten people period. The 
implication however is that by giving their resources they will have a kingdom. It is no coincidence that the United 
Nations has the Earth carved up into ten different sections. The same rich elite who funded the Nazis are the 
same who now fund and push for globalism and the U.N. They are supplying the natural resources and monies to 
acomplish their goals. The dragon is the spiritual and physical embodiment of fallen rebels be they angels, de-
mons and Satan himself who are against God. They too supply a supernatural power to this man. 
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...and he shall destroy wonderfully, 
(horribly) and shall prosper, and 
practice, and shall destroy the 
mighty... 

  

  

50,000.000 people was the death toll 
of World War II, with destruction of 
two continuants untold 

 

  

Height of 
the Nazi 
Empire 

Why the two 
white neu-
tral spots on 
the Map 
which are Sweden and Switzerland the only neutral countries who's neutral sta-

tus was respected by both sides? 

Sweden realized soon after the airplane was invented that it was a strategic military advantage and had a 
strong air force right from the start of WWII. Peace through strength is the only way to explain the respect 
of their neutrality. Switzerland is the global banking systems home base and world empire. The powers 
that be made sure this was neutral territory that would be respected by all. It too however was backed by a 

literal military strength. Every able male served a short term in the Swiss military. Upon release back to civil-
ian life each person was equipped with a fully automatic rifle and two clips of ammo for home defense. Hitler re-
alized that he could not fight as a occupying force in a country whereby the entire population could become an 
armed guerilla force. 
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"...he shall cause craft to prosper..." 

After WWI, Germany had to make heavy war reparations to 
the Allies for the destruction in WWI. The great depression 
which encompassed the entire world was felt  worst by the 
German people. In 1933 when Hitler came to power, there 
were 6 million Germans unemployed. In just a few years in 
power, Hitler created many new opportunities ( in part 
gearing up for war,) building a national highway system the 
Autobahn, an affordable car for the common man the 
Volkswagen and many other programs such as the Labor 
service. In just a few years the unemployment was reduced 
to 350,000 . For Germany this was an economic boom large enough to place Germany as a world superpower 

  

  

"And he shall...destroy... the holy people." (people of the holy ones) 

  

  

6,000,000 Jews exterminated and 2,000.000 
born again believers based not on hatred alone 
but a pragmatic elimination based on occult be-
liefs, This was Social Darwinism at it's worst. 
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...and by peace shall destroy many... 

  

along with many other verbal promises of 
peace, Hitler used all of these to pacify and se-
date his enemies and catch them off guard to 
attack and conquer them. 

  

  

  

 

"...he shall magnify himself in his heart" 

Magnify in Hebrew, "gadal", in context here, means self importance. 
How important did Hitler think he was? Hitler believed himself to be 
the reincarnated character Landulph of Capua and ninth-century Lord of 
Terra di Labur, possessor of the "spirit of antichrist". These were char-
acters from a ninth century play Hitler believed had a prophetic literal 
fulfillment in the 20th century. Wagner's many operas portrayed these 
roles. True or not, in the mind of Adolf Hitler, he believed himself to be 
the Antichrist. Of course he saw himself as a liberator for the "chosen" 
Aryan, and really the good guy with a 

hard task to perform and God (electro-magnetic force type of god) on his side. In his mind he was bringing the Ar-
yan back to the golden age of the gods when in fact he was trying to bring back the world before the great flood! 
Hitler accepted worship as the German Messiah and spoke of a thousand year Reich! At the 1938 Nuremberg Ral-
ly a gigantic poser of Hitler with a banner below which said, "In the beginning was the Word" was accepted by an 
entire nation. Children recited a modification of the Lord's Prayer which stated, Our Further who art in Germany 
hallowed be your name..." 

No other person in recorded history so far, has come so exactly close to fitting these descriptions. Daniel men-
tions another important aspect about this man which brings us back to the topic of time travel. 

  

  

"He Shall Think to Change Times and Laws" 
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                              "Blessed be the name of God for ever and ever: for wisdom and          might                might are His: 
He changes the times and the seasons:.." Dan 2:20-21. 

  

This text of scripture is describing through Daniel's praise of God, 
the fact that God alters, changes or makes diverse the years and 
fixed appointed times. In context the original languages does im-
ply the changing of the seasons but it also includes a description 
of fixed or appointed times. This states that it is God who gov-
erns linear time and its arrangement. I think we can agree that 
this is not in reference to holidays. Yet these same Aramaic 
words are used in another text in reference with some person who desires to know how to do the same, alter 
fixed and appointed times. 

  

                                    "And he shall... think to change times and laws: and they shall be given into his hand  
                             until a time and times and a dividing of time." " Daniel 7:25 

The most incredible thing here is that the word for times (Zeman) is the same word used in Dan 2:20 for seasons. 
"Think", here means to have a hopeful expectation, laws could mean not merely laws of a judicial social system 
but the natural laws governing time itself! This scripture, from a 21st century perspective, could be saying to us, 

                                       "and he shall.. have a hopeful expectation to alter fixed appointed 
times                                                      and                            and natural laws: AND IT SHALL  BE GIVEN INTO HIS ABIL-
ITY!"                              

In reference to the word usage of time or Zeman, there is no getting around it. This is describing the fact that this 
man will have the ability to accomplish his desires to  travel time for a while. Wild Rumors and claims to this 
effect do have their verification in the scriptures. 

LOGICAL NOTE: Problems in Time Travel. The Grandfather paradox is an idea that what if you went back into time 
and killed your Grandfather long before your father or you were born,  then you would never have had the ability 
go go back into time to kill him. With this paradox, created space and time unravel and it is the end of all things. 
The other logical problem is how could God allow such a insane loose canon like Hitler to have this power and yet 
still have some kind of control over it? What would stop him from going back and supplying the American Indians 
with AK47s and Sherman tanks before the white man came to the continent. 

I wrestled with this very thing back when I first believed the Lord was revealing these scriptures to me. (Being ra-
ther normal, I was questioning my own sanity at the time and upset as to how I would ever convey this to anyone 
without looking like a nutcase). 

I got a 4:00am wake up call during a lengthy fast. The Lord said to me, Jim you always wondered why I let things 
go so far in the last days to the point of another holocaust, the Antichrist having global dominance for a time, Yes 
I broke in, why Lord, I mean it looks like he won or something. It was almost like the Lord was saying to me at 
that moment, Bingo! That is my point it looks like they won! This was their false hope and delusion I provided for 
them to have a false hope and gave them an unyielding guideline to follow. 

He then reminded me of a well known  scripture quoted in Thessalonians. 
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                                  " Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying won-
ders, 
                                  And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not 
the love                                   love of the truth, that they might be saved. 
                                  And for this cause GOD SHALL SEND strong delusion, that they should believe a lie:  
                                  That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteous-
ness." 
                                                                                                                                                                II Th 2:9-12 (KJV) 
  

This text has always been quoted as being the great end time deception put on mankind by Satan. Now there is a 
deception that is put on by Satan and his fallen angels. This is mentioned in verse 9. The next verse describes the 
humans that reject the gospel and believe this heavenly message by the sudden startling appearance from the 
skies and their attached message. Then comes God's judgment of this action toward the perpetrators of this lie. It 
is God who sends them a strong delusion. This delusion is for Satan and his followers. 
  

Here is what one of the best known experts of ancient Greek says about signs and lying wonders. 

 
Spiros Zodhiates Th.D., states that,  
" these two words do not refer to different classes of miracles, but to different qualities of the same miracle. Teras 
(wonders) is a miracle regarded as startling, imposing...frequently used elsewhere for STRANGE APPEARANCES IN 
THE HEAVENS. Semeion (sign) a "miracle with an ETHICAL END and purpose. They are valuable not so much for 
what they are as for what they indicate." 

Here we have exactly what is going on with UFO's Aliens and their message. What else could this scripture be 
speaking of. A sudden startling appearance of a UFO followed by the message given by the messenger. One which 
always leads away from the God of the Bible. 

Now here is an important control issue here. Because of this deception, God sends his own delusion for the ones 
who created this lie from the skies. 

 Now for some who may get outraged that I am trying to say that God would lie, I say you are right, he would not 
lie. But just as God sent lying spirits to speak in the mouths of false prophets as recorded in 1 Kings 22:22. All God 
did was create the incident and let them draw their own wrong conclusions. He already knew the outcome be-
cause of their rejection of him and his only way and provision made by himself. If you will not believe the mani-
fested truth, you will believe a lie. In the same manner, God has set a timeless stage for fallen angel and man to 
also come to a wrong conclusion. But in this act comes the necessary control and final outcome according to 
God's will. 

Imagine this possible scenario. Experimenting and developing this flying disk based on the "cloud of heaven's bio-
logical process" the Nazis eventually  produce light speed travel. Propelled into the future, God himself makes 
sure that they come to  Jerusalem 2012.  At this time they see their leader standing in the right place at the right 
time to put an end to linear time as we know it. Standing in the temple, he demands worship and proclaims him-
self a God. The non inclusive disrupters (Christians) of this new age have been put down all their enemies defeat-
ed. A new global community embracing the greater cosmic community has been achieved This is not by magic but 
by physics of a  very unusual line up of heavenly bodies. Earth will be in the very center of our galaxy and astro-
logically the center of all zodiac signs in 2012. Many legends and myths including the Mayan calendar call for the 
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end of time on December 23rd 2012.  Many so called prophecies describe a possible pole shift of some kind at this 
date that could alter the electromagnetic grid covering the earth. A universal occult belief is the importance of 
the center of any boundary determined as yours. It is from there marking the center with what is called the navel 
stone, other dimensions can be reached and controlled. An imaginary line going through this stone is called the 
axis pole. This is where the occult label of the "Axis powers" actually came from. Myths and legends alluding to 
this time and situation could be a physics that throws our linear experience on this earth to an end, hence the 
term The end times actually could mean the end of linear time as we know it. The Bible says this about our 
earth's center, 

                                               " This is Jerusalem, I have set her in the center of the na-
tions,                            with                            with countries round about her." Ezk 5:5 

From an occult perspective then this would be the center of the earth and the place to control it. 

Logical Conclusion: If this was the first time travel experience by such an unorthodox, unstable, out of control occult 
based Nazi régime, a form of control is built within this event. This is the future and they think they see total victory. 
Now because it is the future they have in a sense a blueprint to know what to do and not do going all the way back 
to Eden that will create this end scenario. They will not and cannot deviate from it in any manner or not only would 
it jeopardize the conclusion, it could end their lives as well. 

They would know  not to alter much on the surface and make any drastic actions or alterations unless it was already 
called for. Instead they would engage in an inter-dimensional chess game as they plant a fifth column everywhere 
they needed with safe houses established through secret societies. they could also plant suggestions and details all 
throughout time, in every aspect of life that will point to this end time event, their leader and their agenda as the 
ultimate cosmic truth. 

While they think they are completing a plan of self determination, self redemption and their own eternal state, 
they are only being led to their own destruction. 

                              "He swallows the ground with fierceness and rage: neither be-
lieveth          be                                      he that it is the sound of the trumpet."                               Job 39:24 
  

This is from the amazing 39th chapter of Job which is a synopsis of their whole plan. we will see this in another 
part of the museum. This one verse taken from it is describing the horse and  his rider a reference to the antichrist 
and his vehicle. They are actively fulfilling their destiny and see judgment coming but they do not believe it and 
stick to their agenda. 

  

Do you think this conflicts with Einstein's theory of relativity ?  Not at all, I have several books I sold in my store 
and one I sell in the virtual store. by an astrophysics professor at Princeton University. This book covers some ra-
ther complex theories but it is so well written in common language that even non academic like me can compre-
hend it. 
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There is actually more scriptures and other things that dovetail into the topic of Time travel but this is enough to 
compel you to consider the possibility that this is part of the great deception being put upon mankind. 

See 4 further references below: 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Time-Travel-Einsteins-Universe-Possibilities-ebook/dp/B0140EIGEI/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=Time+Travel+in+Einstein%27s+Universe&qid=1588096089&sr=8-2
file:///C:/Users/Rhadaghast/Documents/OLD_EOE/PUBLIC_HTML/museum 12historyUFOs.htm
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Time Travel 

The Black Sun 

In this book the author explores the Nazi connection to 
Montauk, (suspected location of time travel research) the 
occult, and UFO technologies. There are a bizarre series of 
connections and synchronicities in the story, with as many 
questions raised as answers provided.  The title "Black Sun" 
refers to an occult sect and the beliefs related to it, includ-
ing the idea of inner Earth civilizations. This book will be 
enjoyable for all those exploring the Montauk saga with an 
open mind but will come short for skeptics. The au-

thor  offers no documentation and this is where he has opened himself up to 
attacks by skeptics. The failure to produce any sources, he lacks necessary 
support to many wild claims that happen to be true. Overlapping research by 
others I believe has confirmed many of the wild claims in this book but it 
does not stand on it's own  to defend itself. In spite  of this it is a compelling 
thought provoking book. 

  

 

https://www.amazon.com/Black-Sun-Montauks-Nazi-Tibetan-Connection/dp/0963188941/sr=1-10/qid=1161614458?ie=UTF8&s=books
https://www.amazon.com/Black-Sun-Montauks-Nazi-Tibetan-Connection/dp/0963188941/sr=1-10/qid=1161614458?ie=UTF8&s=books
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Montauk Files 

 

This book takes us from esoteric theories of mind control to 
the actual practice, in the United States of America, 
where  experiments were conducted that defy comprehen-
sion. Wells refers to MK-Ultra and the LSD experiments as 
well as kidnapped and missing children utilized in experi-
ments under the guise of "top secret national security."  He 
is careful to say that our government, per se, is not responsi-
ble, but rogue elements within it that do not seem to be ac-
countable to anyone. While mixing in the The Philadelphia 

experiment known as Project Rainbow  with The Montauk  base and rumors 
of time travel experiments with ex-Nazi paperclip scientists, probably become 
too much for skeptics to handle. The works of Nikola Tesla, Wilhelm Reich and 
John Von Newman are woven into this web of mystery. Again Peter Moon's 
lack of documentation leaves a lot to be desired for skeptics. None of his 
books actually prove anything. However , like a seed planted, the real intent 
may be to spark an interest and intrigue for others to search further for the 
truth themselves. It may be one way a person in the know, lives longer with-
out being added to a long list of those who suddenly commit suicide or have 
an accident. Thanks for the seed Mr. Moon 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Montauk-Files-Unearthing-Phoenix-Conspiracy-ebook/dp/B008WDHYJM/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+montauk+files&qid=1588096045&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Montauk-Files-Unearthing-Phoenix-Conspiracy-ebook/dp/B008WDHYJM/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+montauk+files&qid=1588096045&sr=8-1
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Time Travel in Einstein's Universe 

 

Dr. J Richard Gott is a professor of astrophysics at Prince-
ton University where he has received the President's 
award for Distinguished Teaching. He has written for Time, 
Scientific American, New Scientist and American Scientist. 
He lives in Princeton New Jersey. Gott explores numerous 
theatrical and literary concepts before moving on to cur-
rent bona fide theories, pointing out the difficulties of 
each method.  Einstein's theory of relativity, upon which 
all of the presented theories depend, is described in im-
pressively clear language. For those who say, Time Travel 

is scientifically impossible! You need to read this book by a real scientists who 
knows what he is talking about and can tell you in a way any novice can un-
derstand. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Time-Travel-Einsteins-Universe-Possibilities-ebook/dp/B0140EIGEI/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=Time+Travel+in+Einstein%27s+Universe&qid=1588096089&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Time-Travel-Einsteins-Universe-Possibilities-ebook/dp/B0140EIGEI/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=Time+Travel+in+Einstein%27s+Universe&qid=1588096089&sr=8-2
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Visitors from Time 

 

A 30-year veteran of UFO research uses numerous examples 

of close encounters to establish the hypothesis that UFOs 

use a technology so advanced that they can literally warp 

the structure of space-time. The most thoroughly docu-

mented book available concerning UFOs and time travel. 

Contains easy-to-understand explanations of the Doppler 

effect and other scientific concepts. Extensive notes, bibliog-

raphy, and index. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Visitors-Time-Secret-Marc-Davenport/dp/1883729025/sr=1-1/qid=1161640302?ie=UTF8&s=books

